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We study the masses of open charm and bottom tetraquark states within the diquark-antidiquark scenario in
the relativized quark model proposed by Godfrey and Isgur. The diquark and antidiquark masses are firstly
solved by relativized quark potential, and then treated as the usual antiquark and quark, respectively. The
masses of tetraquark states are obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger-type equation between the new diquark and
antidiquark. We find the masses of sq¯bq¯ tetraquark configuration are much higher than that of X(5568). This
conclusion disfavors the possibility of X(5568) as a tetraquark state within the diquark-antidiquark scenario.
Further experimental searches are needed to clarify the nature of the signal observed by D0 collaboration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the D0 Collaboration reported the evidence of a
narrow structure X(5568) in the X(5568) → B0spi± decay pro-
cess based on the pp collision data at
√
s = 1.96 TeV [1].
Given the final states, the X(5568)+ should have four dif-
ferent quark flavors su¯b ¯d. Its mass and width are 5567.8 ±
2.9+0.9−1.9 MeV and 21.9 ± 6.4+5.0−2.5 MeV, respectively. Assum-
ing the final B0spi+ in S wave, the quantum number is I(JP) =
1(0+). Other possibility is that the structure decays through
the chains of B0∗s pi+, B0sγ, where the soft photon is not de-
tected. In the later situation, the quantum number of the new
state would be I(JP) = 1(1+), and the mass is shifted by
adding the mass difference m(B∗s) − m(Bs) = 48.6+1.8−1.6 MeV.
Whereafter, the LHCb Collaboration analysed the B0spi+ in-
variant mass distribution of pp collision data at
√
s = 7 and 8
TeV, however, they found no significant excess corresponding
to the claimed X(5568) state [2]. Also, the CMS Collaboration
failed to observe the X(5568) structure in the B0spi+ invariant
mass distribution [3].
The experimental efforts have immediately attracted great
interests and many theoretical studies on the X(5568) with
different interpretations. Considering the mass, production,
strong decay, and decay constant, many investigations regard
the X(5568) as a tetraquark state within the framework of
QCD sum rule and simple quark model [4–20], which explan-
tation is suggested by D0 Collaboration. The structures un-
der Bspi, B ¯K and B∗ ¯K molecular pictures, dynamically gener-
ated states, and hybridized tetraquarks are also proposed [21–
30]. Moreover, some works discuss the charmed partners of
X(5568) [31–33]. In addition, the non-resonance interpreta-
tions of the X(5568) structure also exist. In Refs. [34, 35], the
authors suggest that X(5568) may be resulted from the near
threshold kinematic effects. The quite large production rate
of X(5568) cannot be understood by the general hadroniza-
tion mechanism [36]. It should be mentioned that the compre-
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hensive discussions and reviews on X(5568) are performed in
Refs. [37–39].
Before the observation of X(5568), there have been some
studies on open charm and bottom tetraquark states, which
mainly focus on their masse spectra [40–51]. Those calcula-
tions include diquark-antidiquark picture, compact tetraquark,
mixture of quark-antiquark and four quark components, and
molecular sceneario, which intends to reveal the nature of
D∗
s0(2317). Some calculations indicate the D∗s0(2317) can
be treated as a tetraquark state [40, 41], while others give
much higher masses of the four quark components than that
of D∗
s0(2317) as well as the DK threshold [42–46]. For
the molecular scenario, most works indicate that a weekly
bounded DK state can be obtained [47–49], while others sug-
gest the attraction between these two pseudoscalar mesons
is not strong enough to form bound state [50]. In the open
bottom sector, higher masses are given in diquark-antidiquark
pictures [46], and it is found that the B ¯K system can be weekly
bounded [48, 51].
Unlike the D∗
s0(2317), the X(5568) cannot be regarded as
a conventional meson or the mixture of quark-antiquark and
four quark components due to its four distinct quark flavors.
Most of the molecular and dynamically generated states in-
terpretations cannot give the right mass and therefore can be
excluded [22–28, 37, 47, 48, 51]. However, the authors argue
that the B ¯K and Bspi interactions can generate the X(5568)
dynamically when the next-leading order Lagrangian is in-
cluded [29]. The tetraquark explanation is supported by QCD
sum rule and simple quark model [5–15], but disfavored by the
relativistic calculation and general discussions [37, 38, 46].
Hence, it is natural to study the open charm and bottom
tetraquark masses within a more realistic potential model,
which is helpful to disentangle this conflict.
In this work, we apply the relativized quark model to cal-
culate the masses of diquark and tetraquark states. The rela-
tivized quark model, proposed by Godfrey and Isgur, has been
extensively used to predict the properties of the conventional
mesons [52–60]. It has been concluded that this model gives
a unified description of the light mesons, heavy-light mesons
and heavy quarkonium, and therefore, it is suitable to deal
with the X(5568) state, in which both light-light and heavy-
light systems are included. Moreover, the relativistic effects
2are also considered in the model, which may be essential for
the light quarks. We perform a calculation in the diquark-
antidiquark picture following the route proposed by Ebert,
Faustov, and Galkin [46, 61–67]. The corresponding diquark
and antidiquark masses are estimated with the relativized po-
tential firstly, an then treated as the usual antiquark and quark,
respectively. The masses of the tetraquark states are, there-
fore, obtained by solving the Schro¨dinger-type equation be-
tween the diquark and antidiquark. In Ref. [68], Capstick and
Isgur adopted the same relativized potential to evaluate the
baryon spectra within three body calculations. The compu-
tational schedule is very complicated, and can be hardly ex-
tended to study the four quark systems. We prefer to use the
diquark-antidiquark picture to estimate the open charm and
bottom tetraquark states in the present work. We find that our
results give much higher masses of sq¯bq¯ tetraquark configu-
ration. It disfavors the assumption of X(5568) as a tetraquark
state within the diquark-antidiquark scenario.
This paper is organized as follows. The relativized quark
model is briefly introduced and the masses of diquarks are
calculated in Sec. II. The masses of tetraquark states and dis-
cussions are presented in Sec. III. Finally, we give a short sum-
mary in the last section.
II. MASSES OF DIQUARKS
The Hamiltonian between quark and antiquark in the rela-
tivized quark model can be expressed as
˜H = H0 + ˜V(p, r), (1)
H0 = (p2 + m21)1/2 + (p2 + m22)1/2, (2)
˜V(p, r) = ˜Hcon f12 + ˜Hcont12 + ˜Hten12 + ˜H so12, (3)
where the ˜Hcon f12 includes the spin-independent linear con-
finement and Coulomb-like interaction, the ˜Hcont12 is the color
contact term, the ˜Hten12 is the color tensor interaction, and
˜H so12 is the spin-orbit term. ˜H denotes an operator that has
taken account of the relativistic effects according to the rela-
tivized scheme. The explicit forms of these interactions and
the details of this relativization procedure can be found in
Ref. [52]. For the quark-quark interaction in a diquark, the
relation ˜Vqq(p, r) = ˜Vqq¯(p, r)/2 is employed since we only
consider the ¯3 type diquark in color space. All the model pa-
rameters used in our calculations are taken from Ref. [52]. It
should be emphasized that these parameters can describe the
low lying meson and baryon spectra well even comparing with
the recently experimental data. While for the higher excited
states, since the discussions of their assignments do not agree
with each other theoretically, and they can be hardly employed
for fitting the new parameters. Since only the ground states of
the tetraquarks are calculated in the present work, where the
parameters about the spin-orbit and tensor forces are not em-
ployed, we believe that it is enough to describe the ground
tetraquark states with the original parameters.
For the diquark, the qq locates in S wave. The spin-parities
of the diquark are JP = 0+ and JP = 1+, named as the scalar
diquark and axial diquark, respectively. We use the Gaussian
expansion method to solve the Hamiltonian (1) with ˜Vqq(p, r)
potential [69]. The obtained masses of these diquarks are
listed in Table. I.
TABLE I: The masses of the scalar and axial vector diquarks. S
and A denote the scalar and axial vector diquarks, respectively. The
brace and bracket correspond to symmetric and antisymmetric quark
contents in flavor, respectively.
Quark content Diquark type Mass(MeV)
[u, d] S 691
{u, d} A 840
[u, s] S 886
{u, s} A 992
{s, s} A 1135
[c, q] S 2099
{c, q} A 2138
[c, s] S 2230
{c, s} A 2264
[b, q] S 5451
{b, q} A 5465
[b, s] S 5572
{b, s} A 5585
III. MASSES OF TETRAQUARK STATES
With the diquark listed in Tab. I, we can calculate the
masses of the tetraquarks regarded as the bound states of the
diquark and antidiquark. While the diquark structure is con-
sidered, the form factor F(r) emerges in the Coulomb-like one
gluon exchange potential, that is, the −1/r term in the quark-
antiquark interaction becomes −F1(r)F2(r)/r in the diquark-
antidiquark interaction. The F(r), which stands for the in-
ternal structure of diquark, can be approximated, with a high
accuracy, by the following expression [46]
F(r) = 1 − e−ξr−ζr2 , (4)
where the ξ and ζ are the nonnegative real numbers. It can
be found that the form factor satisfies 0 ≤ F(r) ≤ 1. In our
present work, we calculate the tetraquark mass with F(r) = 1,
and we will discuss the effects induced by this form factor
qualitatively later on.
In the F(r) = 1 case, the screen effects due to the finite
size of the diquark are totally neglected, namely, the diquark
is treated as a point-like antiquark or the distance between the
diquark and antidiquark is large enough [41, 67, 70–76]. The
predicted masses of the open charm and bottom tetraquark
states in 1S ground states are shown in Tab II. For the sq¯bq¯
quark content, we also plot the mass spectrum in Fig. 1. We
find that for a certain quark flavor, the lowest state is the
JP = 0+ A ¯A type diquark-antidiquark configuration. This or-
der of mass spectrum is different from the results of Ref. [46],
3in which the JP = 0+ S ¯S type is the lowest one. If the spin-
spin interaction is treated perturbatively, it can provide the fine
splitting with coefficients of -2, -1, and 2 for the 0+, 1+, and 2+
A ¯A states, respectively, and no fine structure exists for the S ¯S
tetraquark. Although the mass of A type diquark is higher than
that of S type, the larger fine splitting induced by the spin-spin
interaction can reduce JP = 0+ A ¯A state to be the lowest one.
The lowest mass of JP = 0+ sq¯bq¯ state, in our calculation,
is 6150 MeV, which is much larger than the mass of X(5568)
state. The lowest mass of JP = 1+ sq¯bq¯ state is 6210 MeV,
which is also larger than m(X(5568)) + m(B∗s) − m(Bs). We
see that for both the 0+ and 1+ cases, the predicted masses are
much larger than the experimental data. Hence, our calculated
results disfavor the possibility of X(5568) as a tetraquark state
within the diquark-antidiquark scenario.
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FIG. 1: The predicted mass spectrum of the sq¯bq¯ tetraquarks.
Different from our results, some works claim that they can
describe the mass of X(5568) in tetraquark picture. In those
calculations, the selected masses of diquarks are lower than
ours, and they are not consistently obtained by solving the
quark model potentials. For example, a set of parameters with
mbq = 5.249 GeV and msq = 0.590 GeV are used to calculate
the masses of sq¯bq tetraquarks, in which the lowest JP = 0+
states is about 150 MeV higher than the X(5568) [6, 41]. If we
take those lighter diquark values as the masses of the A type
diquarks and solve the relativized Schro¨dinger-type equation,
we can also obtain a rather low tetraquark mass of 5672 MeV.
However, our present consistent calculations both for the di-
quarks and tetraquarks in the realistic potential does not sup-
port the X(5568) as a tetraquark state.
Moreover, we know that the masses of bsu flavor baryons
Ξb and Ξ∗b are 5794 and 5945 MeV, respectively. It is natural
to believe that the sq¯bq¯ tetraquarks, containing an additional
valence quark, should be above or at least around these two
baryon states [37]. Another argument is that the tetraquark
masses can be estimated by the spin-averaged mass of mesons
roughly. This situation occurs in the study of the XYZ masses,
where the tetraquark and molecular pictures can both give
similar results in the most cases [77]. The spin-averaged mass
(3MV + MP)/4 of B∗, B, K∗, and K is 6107 MeV [37], which
TABLE II: The masses of tetraquark states with diquark-antidiquark
in ground 1S state. A dash denotes this state do not exist.
JP Diquark
content
Open charm
(MeV)
Open bottom
(MeV)
cqq¯q¯ qqb¯q¯
0+ S ¯S 2729 6063
1+ S ¯A 2838 6077
1+ A ¯S 2767 6164
0+ A ¯A 2575 6046
1+ A ¯A 2747 6118
2+ A ¯A 2969 6226
cqs¯q¯ sqb¯q¯
0+ S ¯S 2873 6196
1+ S ¯A 2957 6210
1+ A ¯S 2911 6274
0+ A ¯A 2692 6150
1+ A ¯A 2866 6226
2+ A ¯A 3087 6337
css¯q¯ sqb¯s¯
0+ S ¯S 3001 6317
1+ S ¯A 3085 6330
1+ A ¯S 3035 6394
0+ A ¯A 2827 6272
1+ A ¯A 2994 6347
2+ A ¯A 3207 6456
css¯s¯ ssb¯s¯
1+ S ¯A 3201 −
1+ A ¯S − 6504
0+ A ¯A 2942 6376
1+ A ¯A 3111 6455
2+ A ¯A 3322 6566
is well consistent with the 6150 MeV (A ¯A case) in our present
calculation.
When the finite size of diquark is considered, the one gluon
exchange interaction between the diquark and antidiquark be-
comes weaker as well as the spin-spin interaction. The masses
of the tetraquarks will increase, while the fine splitting be-
comes smaller. This situation is the same as the case adopted
by Ebert, Faustov, and Galkin, where the mass of JP = 0+ S ¯S
type tetraquark is the lowest and the fine splitting is small [46].
In the F(r) = 0 limit, only the linear confining interaction re-
mains, and the three A ¯A type tetraquark states degenerate. Of
course, the X(5568) cannot be described as a tetraquark state
even the finite size and form factor of the diquark are taken
into account.
In present work, we predict many open charm and bottom
tetraquark states within the diquark-antidiquark scenario by
solving the Schro¨dinger-type equation. It should be noted that
only the mass spectra cannot ensure the existences of these
states, and their production mechanisms and decay behaviors
should also be investigated simultaneously. The strong decay
behaviors are more essential, since the much broader struc-
tures cannot form or be detected. In fact, we predict the low-
est sq¯bq¯ state is 6150 MeV, which is much higher than the Bspi
and B ¯K thresholds. Due to the large phase space, the predicted
tetraquark states may fall apart immediately. Further studies
on these tetraquark states are needed both theoretically and
4experimentally.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work, we study the masses of open charm and bot-
tom tetraquark states in the diquark-antidiquark pictures us-
ing the relativized quark model proposed by Godfrey and Is-
gur. The diquark and antidiquark masses are obtained with
the relativized potential, which is the half of qq¯ interaction.
Then, the diquark and antidiquark are regarded as the usual
antiquark and quark, respectively. The form factor, simulat-
ing the diquark (antiquark) internal structure, is neglected in
our calculations. This assumption means the diquark is treated
as point-like or the distance between diquark and antidiquark
is large enough.
The masses of the tetraquark states are obtained by solv-
ing the Schro¨dinger-type equation between diquark and an-
tidiquark. We find the masses of sq¯bq¯ tetraquark configura-
tion are much higher than that of X(5568), which disfavors the
possibility of X(5568) as a tetraquark state within the diquark-
antidiquark scenario. The effects induced by the form factor
and the finite size of the diquark are qualitatively analyzed.
We expect that further experimental information can reveal
the nature of the signal observed by D0 collaboration.
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